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Symposium Information

Date: 28 February to 2 March 2012 (Co-located events and Workshop on 26 – 
27 February 2012)

Venue: 3F, Building for Humanities and Social Sciences, Academia Sinica, 
Taipei, Taiwan

Theme and Objectives

“Convergence, Collaboration, Innovation” is the theme of ISGC 2012. The last decade has seen 

the wide-scale emergence of e-Infrastructure as a critical asset for the modern e-Scientist. The 

emergence of large-scale research infrastructures and instruments that has produced a torrent of 

electronic data is forcing a generational change in the scienti�c process and the mechanisms 

used to analyse the resulting data deluge. No longer can the processing of these vast amounts of 

data and production of relevant scienti�c results be undertaken by a single scientist. Virtual 

Research Communities that span organisations around the world, through an integrated digital 

infrastructure that connects the trust and administrative domains of multiple resource providers, 

have become critical in supporting these analyses. 

ISGC 2012 will be the 10th meeting that over the last decade has tracked the convergence, 

collaboration and innovation of individual researchers across the Asia Paci�c region to a 

coherent community and as a result has helped drive the growth of regional e-Science activities 

and its collaborations around the world.

Topics of Interest (13 tracks)

Applications and results from the virtual research communities and industry：

    1. High Energy Physics Application

    2. Biomedicine and Life Sciences Application

    3. Earth Science, Environmental Changes and Natural Disaster Mitigation  Application

    4. Humanities and Social Sciences Application

Activity to enable the provisioning of a resource infrastructure：
    5. Operation and Management

    6. Middleware and Interoperability

    7. Security and Networking

    8. Infrastructure Clouds and Virtualisation

    9. Business Models and Sustainability

Technologies that provide access and exploitation of different site resources and 
infrastructures：

    10. Data Management

    11. Distributed Volunteer and Desktop Grid Computing

    12. High Throughput Computing

    13. High Performance, Manycore & GPU Computing 

ISGC 2012 Proceedings

The symposium proceedings will be published on-line (Proceedings of Science, PoS) afterwards.  

Information about the preparation of a �nal proceedings version will be announced on the 

symposium website.

Contact

Angelina Shen

Tel:+886-2-2789-8371

Email: angelina.shen@twgrid.org

Symposium Website: http://event.twgrid.org/isgc2012/index.html
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